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Minutes & Action Points 
 
1.1 Welcome & Apologies 
The Chair welcomed the Directors, including Marco Schouten (MS), new Director representing Vitens 
Evides International. Mott MacDonald attended the meeting as observers. Apologies were received from 
Care. Alternates attended in place of Girish Menon, Elise Cartmell and Dorothea Wiplinger.  
 
1.2 Approval of Minutes of Last Meeting  
The Board approved the minutes of the last meeting. 
 
1.3 Approval of the agenda and matters arising 
The Chair added the following the agenda 

 The Chair noted that David Thomas would be observing as a representative from Mott MacDonald 
until they can formally appoint a Director and Board Alternate to represent Mott MacDonald. 
 

1.4 Conflicts of Interest 
No new conflicts of interest were reported.  
 
1.5 Company Secretarial and Membership 

 The Board ratified the decision to appoint Marco Schouten (MS) as the Director of Vitens Evides 
International.  

 The Board ratified the decision to appoint David Woodbine (DW) as Company Secretary from 1st 
December 2014. 

 The Board ratified the decision to add Circe Powell (CP) as an administrator on Barclays.net to 
specifically set up users (and not authorise payments). 

 The Directors confirmed that no related parties exist with the listed entities contracted in the last 
quarter. 

 
2.1 CEO report 

 In continuation of the review into the internal processes at WSUP, the CEO Neil Jeffery (NJ) created 
a Senior Management Team (SMT) comprising of four members: Bill Peacock (BP), Paul Gunstensen 
(PG), Guy Norman (GN) and DW. Terms of reference (ToR) have been drafted. SMT plan to discuss 
institutional development and the strategic planning process with other Secretariat and in-country 
staff at the Ghana Business Planning meeting in the beginning of December. 

 The CEO noted the positive comments from the external auditors related to the statutory audit.  

 The CEO noted that in the last two and a half years WSUP has grown significantly as an organisation, 
however we should be aware of the liabilities that new subsidiaries, such as private companies and 
the charity subsidiary, may bring. The CEO noted that the Board and the organization should ensure 
that there is a logical relationship between this reality and the reserves policy put in place. 

 The CEO gave an update on the two Payment by Results (PbR) contracts; the SWIFT contract (for 
WSUP Advisory work in Kenya and Liberia) with DFID and subcontracted by Oxfam has been signed 
off by the Board (NJ working with David Scott (DS) and David Birch (DB)). The Bangladesh contract 
with Plan and DFID is close to finalization (focusing on hygiene education and training). 

 The CEO reported on the on-going process to recruit an HR Manager. Two candidates for the HR 
Manager role will be interviewed in mid-December. 

 The CEO noted that the 2012-2015 business plan is progressing in line with targets, most 
significantly in matters related to Strategic Objective 1 (SO1). The CEO also noted the continuous 
improvements in the Bangladesh and Ghana programmes, two countries that were lagging behind 
previously. 

 The CEO noted that WSUP Enterprises is continuing to record relatively low impact data in 
comparison to the rest of WSUP operations.  

 David Scott (DS) stated that we need a better understanding of our liabilities to date and need a 
more significant analysis of any new entities being set up. DS noted that we need a policy that deals 
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with these subsidiaries and we need to re-visit our reserves policy to take these liabilities into 
account and set aside a higher level of reserves. [Action – NJ/DS] 

 The CEO noted that the Clean Team Board requires some more professional development and 
support [Action – NJ] . 

 The Board agreed that WSUP Enterprises is the least transparent of the three subsidiaries, given the 
weak governance link to the WSUP Board. Additionally it noted the fact that there is uncertainty in 
terms of outcome from WSUP Enterprises and a greater risk of failure of separate legal entities can 
fall over.  

 
2.2  Funding Report 

 Paul Gunstensen (PG) confirmed another $700,000 funding was secured from The Coca Cola Africa 
Foundation (TCCAF). 

 PG noted that we will kick start a more targeted communications strategy to show the breadth of 
WSUP’s work to DFID; this will require some support from the Board. [Action – Board] 

 PG noted that they have been continuing strategic conversations for unrestricted and more flexible 
funding, most notably with the Stone Family Foundation, to encourage John Stone to support the 
organisation as a whole (including WSUP Enterprises) as opposed to just the programmes on the 
ground.  

 PG noted the development of more diversification work through Skoll’s Crowd Rise, whereby 
individuals donate and if we reach $5,000 by the 5th December, The Skoll Foundation will match our 
funds. The Chair requested the Board to take part in Crowd Rise. [Action – Board] 

 PG noted the potential for a Social Enterprise in Switzerland to become a strategic partner for 
flexible funding in Zambia.  

 Rebecca Marmot (RM) recommended WSUP Advisory to Jean-Laurent Ingles, Chairman of the Toilet 
Board Coalition and Senior Vice President of Household Care at Unilever.  

 BP noted that we will have funding for Mozambique until around August 2015, however it is unlikely 
DFAT funding will be secured afterwards. PG noted that the money from TCCAF will bridge the 
funding for Mozambique and funding for Kenya too is rising in priority. 

 Funding has been secured from Vitens Evides International for Beira, Mozambique. 

 PG noted the need to work towards raising our profile to DFID by working on the WASH team and 
requests GN to disseminate information about our research work [Action – PG/NJ].  
 

2.3a WSUP Enterprises 

 The CEO reported that Syed Khan resigned as the Chair for the WSUP Enterprises Steering 
Committee (WESC) and proposed the need for a more experienced team to strengthen WESC.  

 Ed Mitchell (EM) noted that we need to make appropriate investments to achieve a sufficient 
breadth of skillsets within the WESC. The Chair agreed that there are different types of risks with 
WSUP Enterprises and we need to strengthen the WESC to not pose a risk to the organisation. 

 The Chair noted the possibility of John Stone (JS) to become Chair of the WESC. That position would 
also sit on the WSUP Board. RM agreed that he is a very strong contender. 

 EM noted that with JS’s expertise it could be a fantastic option – we just need to think through how 
it would work. [Action – Board] 

 DS noted that we should not limit ourselves to one solution because JS is a core supporter of WSUP 
and does not want the internal machinations of the company to impact on his opinion. NJ noted 
that when JS and he were travelling together to Ghana JS was very measured and objectives in 
terms of all the aspect of WSUP that he encountered.  

 The Chair requested NJ and DS to prepare a list of skills required as a starting point to find members 
for WESC. [Action – NJ/DS] 
 

2.3b  WSUP Advisory 

 The Chair of the WSUP Advisory Steering Committee DB noted the awarding of a £1.2 million 
Payments by Results contract and £900,000 for work in Ethiopia with UNICEF. 
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 DB noted that they had lost a number of contracts; he described the discussions held at the last 
WSUP Advisory Steering Committee meeting to understand this dynamic. They have now hired a 
new WASH Bids & Reports Editor to help address this issue. 

 DB noted that Sam Parker (SP) will be leaving WSUP Advisory at the end of the year to take on a 
new role as Director of the Shell Foundation.  

 DB noted that we have been using Veredus, the head hunters who found NJ, to find a suitable 
replacement Managing Director of WSUP Advisory for SP. Recruitment will commence next week 
and the final appointment of the new Managing Director will most likely be in March 2015, 
therefore there will be one quarter with no full-time Managing Director.  

 The Chair noted that we need clearer accountability on who is going to take over on an Interim 
basis, as it may be more than 3 months until we find a suitable replacement. 

 
2.4 Audit and Committee Report 

 Mark Salway (MS) offered to stay on the Audit Committee, and the Board welcomed this. 

 DS noted that Care is proposing a potential new candidate for Director, given Mark Salway’s 
departure from Care.  

 DS requested if any other Directors would like to join the Audit Committee, particularly any 
finance based members.  

 DS thanked Linda Clemett’s for her hard work to complete the external audit. 
 
2.5 Resources Report 

 The Board approved the Audited Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2014. 

 The Board approved the Letter of Representation.  

 The Board noted the points raised in the Post Audit Report from Sayer Vincent. 
 DW noted that we do not have structured management reporting, e.g.  on levels of underspend. 

DW highlighted that we need to become more action orientated re financial analysis. 
 

3. Change in WSUP Legal Status  

 The Board discussed the proposal to maintain WSUP as a for-profit entity and set up a charitable 
subsidiary. 

o NJ noted the benefits of a charitable arm within WSUP such as raising charitable income, the 
opportunity for individuals to gift/give funds and tax benefits. 

o NJ noted the benefits of keeping WSUP’s for-profit company status as we can continue to 

channel private benefit as a result of WSUP activities, such as brand benefit/recognition and 
commercial recognised value, through our existing for-profit entity.  

o NJ noted that there are advantages and disadvantages of registering as a UK registered charity.  
o NJ noted that there can be overlaps between Board Directors and Trustees; however the 

Board and Trustees cannot be exactly the same. There needs to be a distinct Chair of the 
Charity.  

o EM was very supportive of this proposal.  
o It was noted that any profits from the charitable subsidiary and the Advisory CIC (owned by 

the charitable entity) will go back into WSUP. 
o The Chair noted that 18 months have been spent deciding whether or not to set up a 

charitable subsidiary and CIC for Advisory so it is great that we are now making progress. 
o The Chair requested the CEO come up with a list of suggestions for the name of the charity. 

[Action - NJ]  
 

4. WSUP Strategic Development 

i) Greater Business Unit Coordination between Programmes & Enterprises 
Georges Mikhael (GM) gave a presentation on how the relationship between WSUP Programmes and WSUP 
Enterprises can be improved. 

 GM noted possible solutions, such as to create a customer focused business approach by creating 
customer service points to make payments easier in Nairobi; to make some of the Programme 
activities in Lusaka more efficient and profitable such as collaborating with Pump Away (WSUP 
Enterprises), which focuses on pit-emptying manually. 
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 GM noted, in summary, that WSUP Enterprises can integrate with the WSUP Programme to conduct 
activities in a more attractive, profitable manner based on quality and efficiency. 

 GM noted other suggestions such as joint proposals for funding, joint team building events and having 
some Enterprise staff at the Secretariat to create a more cohesive organisation.  

 EM noted that we need to be careful with our branding strategy as by using a variety of brand names 
can complicate WSUP more and clients may not know who they are dealing with. 

 The Board agreed that WSUP Programme and Enterprises should communicate more; that they should 
keep their own identities but collaborate purposefully. [Action – Enterprises and Programme teams] 

 
ii) Programme Transition 
Bill Peacock (BP) noted that we have made good progress over the last 9 years but BP questioned whether we 
are integrated well enough and stressed the need to ensure that we are fit for purpose for future growth.  

 BP noted that we currently employ 5 Project Directors (PDs); one is a full time direct employee, one is a 
part time direct employee and the other three are part time independent consultants. All have been a 
part of WSUP for a long period of time. 

 BP noted that in-country teams need to be more self-sufficient and suggested that the role of the PD 
should evolve into more of a coach and mentor role rather than a Director arrangement. 

 BP proposed the solution of a team of 3 full time PDs (including the Director of Programmes) based in 
London. They will take on one or two more programme teams and be supported by GM the Head of 
Sanitation as well as a new Head of Water. 

 BP further proposed the recruitment of a Programme Planner to ensure that we are consistent in what 
we do. BP noted that these proposed changes will only incur a small increase in cost.  

 BP noted that for the current 4 PDs, the idea is not compatible with what they want; they do not want 
to move to London and be full time employees. 

 BP noted that we need a plan by the end of 2015 to recruit 2 new PDs with the experience and 
expertise to take on the role. We also need a degree of flexibility if we cannot find someone.  

 RM suggested that all jobs are to be openly posted and they need to be able to apply for the role. 

 BP confirmed that Baghi Baghirathan will continue to play a strategic and significant role in the 
organisation. 

 Helen Newman (HN) noted the need to appropriately training new PD staff.  

 The Chair requested that the change does not affect the competence of the delivery of the 
Programmes and the transition needs to be structured appropriately in all 6 countries. [Action – BP] 

 

iii) Finance Improvements  
David Woodbine (DW), the new Interim Director of Finance and Resources highlighted the problems faced by 
the finance teams across the organisation and proposed solutions: 

 DW noted that the finance team spend far too much of their time on processes and systems rather 
than higher up the value chain such as decision support. 

 DW noted that far too many tasks are performed by the UK finance team and there is a need to 
decentralise systems and processes. 

 DW noted that we do not produce accounts and donor audits efficiently and that we do not use our 
accounting facility well.  

 DW noted that the finance team need a deeper knowledge of tax and tricky funding contracts. 

 DW noted that CARE will be upgrading IT so we will have new servers, a dedicated line to the office and 
other upgrades to enhance and ensure a faster service. This benefits us on our ability to communicate 
and also this allows for greater financial analysis to be based in-country so not all tasks are pulled to 
the UK.  

 EH noted that the transition to SUN systems had taken years for CARE however with it holds huge 
power and grants management functionality. He advised to stay committed to the system. 

 DW noted the importance of the integration of systems, including MS Project for Programme 
management for the new Programme Planner to use. 

 DW noted that we need to manage the risk of WSUP growing in complexity and scale and we need to 
ensure that systems and processes are fit for purpose. 
 

5. Board Input - Strategic Planning 
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NJ noted the agenda of the WSUP 2016-2020 Business Planning Session in Ghana that will take place during the 
first week of December. It will include: changes in urbanization, funding, theory of change and will deal with 
questions such as ‘what does innovation mean?’ and ‘how do we measure success?’ We plan to continue and 
place more emphasis on our work on gender and also advocacy work. 

 NJ noted that we would discuss the possibility of the addition of Internal Strategic Objectives 

 The Board agreed to discussion strategic planning and direction at the February Board Meeting   
 
6. Naivasha & Gender Update 
Gertrude Salano gave a presentation of the WSUP Kenya programme and the achievements and challenges 
faced in both the urban and peri-urban settings. On behalf of the Board, the Chair expressed thanks to 
Gertrude Salano for her visit and thanked her for her inspiring talks at the My Toilet Exhibition which had taken 
place that week.  
 
7. AOB 

 Unilever kindly offered to host the next full day meeting on 26th February 2015. 

 The dates of the 2015 Board Meetings are proposed as follows: 
o Thursday 26th February 2015 
o Thursday 4th June 2015 
o Thursday 20th August 2015 
o Thursday 19th November 2015 
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